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Part I
FEATURES OF SPOKEN ENGLISH

The Speaking Part of the National School Leaving Exam of English tests the skill of spoken English. 
Spoken language differs from written language in many ways.1 Speakers usually do not have much 
time to think before speaking (unless it is a prepared beforehand speech) which makes speech acts 
spontaneous and immediate. Following are the main features of spoken language.2 

Spoken language is 
less structured than written language: contains incomplete sentences, false starts, repetition or 
unfinished questions3

less complex: uses fewer dependent clauses, more active verbs than written language
more flexible in the use of grammar rules: may use conversational historical present.4 The speaker 
may use the present tense while speaking about past events to make the talk more lively 
more fragmented: more simple sentences joined with the help of coordinating conjunctions and, 
but, so, because5

lexically less dense than written language: more grammatical words than lexical words; fewer 
complex words and phrases
repetitive: e.g. Well, I mean, I mean…

Spoken language uses
backchannels (or minimal responses). By using such backchannels (or minimal responses) as 
mmm or yeah the listener shows the speaker that he or she is listening and understands what is 
being said6

personal pronouns, especially first person pronoun I
discourse markers or speech transitions. A discourse marker or speech transition “is a word or 
expression which shows the structure of a piece of discourse, whether spoken or written”7. The 
most common discourse markers in spoken language are the following:

anyway like right you know
fine now so I mean
good oh well as I say
great okay mind you for a start8

Discourse markers signal when a speaker 
starts and ends a conversation: O.K., right 9

changes the topic: um, erm, anyway10 
shows interest: yeah, right11

shows attitude: actually, frankly, I think, (I’m) sorry, to tell you the truth, really?12

shows a positive or negative emotional response: Oh! Hooray! Oops! Ouch!13

hedging in order not to give strong opinions: may, might, could, quite, a bit, suppose, sort of, I guess14

hesitation strategies that give the speaker time to think:
pauses: Well…Um…Er… (delaying noises)
hesitation: Pardon? Sorry? Eh? (to pretend not having heard) 
fillers: Don’t tell me, Wow, Well, You see, To be honest, By the way, Exactly! No way, Basically, 

  Certainly15

repeating the question16

variation in speed, tone, loudness or quietness, stress and intonation to add emotional context.17

Even though spoken language differs from written language in many ways, speaking for exam is 
linear (discusses one point at a time), explicit (clear and easy to understand), hedged and responsible 
and uses standard language.18 

Units 1 and 2 of Part I will help you build fluency in speaking and improve such aspects of spoken 
language as pronunciation, stress and intonation. 

Key points 

PronunciationUnit 1

Pronunciation focus

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)
Silent letters
Word stress
Word-class pairs

Evaluation focus

Self-analysis: correcting commonly mispronounced words
Progress evaluation 

Pronunciation focus 
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 
To make a good impression during the exam, you need to pronounce the words 
correctly. In English, there is no one-to-one correspondence between the letters 
and sounds that represent them in speech. The English alphabet has 26 letters 
but in (Standard British) English there are approximately 44 speech sounds. A set 
of phonetic symbols called the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is used 
to represent the basic sounds of spoken languages.19✔ 

 Read the provided examples containing the symbols of the Inter-
national Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Pronounce the symbols of the International 
Phonetic Alphabet correctly.
Add at least three more examples of your own to each of the symbols. The first 
is done for you.

Short Vowels:

IPA Examples Student’s examples

ʌ cup, love, fun rug, son, luck

æ cat, black, hat

e met, bed, pen

ə away, cinema, under✔

ı hit, hymn, in

ɒ rock, dog, wash

ʊ put, could, foot

i happy, lucky, money

✔Listen and repeat the 
sounds of English at:
•	 Interactive	Phonetic	

Chart for English 
Pronunciation (3:08),
https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=0HeujZ45OZE;

•	 Phonemic	Chart, 
http://www.
teachingenglish.org.uk/
article/phonemic-chart

✔The Schwa /ə/ | British 
English Pronunciation | 
Learn English (7:45),
https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=CKKPVGO9vxU
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Useful Online Sources 
 English Pronunciation – Sentence Stress (by a native-speaker British English teacher) (11:02)

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0G_yZfXJUQ
 Introduction to Intonation | English Pronunciation Lesson (3:29) Elemental English

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzh3Owutf5Y
 Intonation: Asking a wh-question | English Pronunciation Lesson (3:27)

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVgcLVdd2Ec
 Intonation: Requesting Clarification or Repetition (Part 4) | English Pronunciation Lesson (4:04)

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_uWaHAHv2s&index=4&list=PLytLOCUcYQj_BKDX_
tfDu2eI83SJuu0Me

 Intonation: Expressing Surprise (Part 5) | English Pronunciation Lesson (3:16)
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZ3nCypPw0Y&list=PLytLOCUcYQj_BKDX_

tfDu2eI83SJuu0Me&index=5
 Intonation: Expressing Unfinished Thoughts with Your Voice | Part 6 (6:16)

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TiqMPYIZfs8&index=3&list=PLytLOCUcYQj_BKDX_
tfDu2eI83SJuu0Me

 Intonation: Making lists in English | Part 7 | English Pronunciation Lesson (3:08)
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NIGSYcXLU8&index=6&list=PLytLOCUcYQj_BKDX_

tfDu2eI83SJuu0Me
 12 Intonation (10:00)

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IdaKEvp27oo
 INTONATION | PRONUNCIATION

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLytLOCUcYQj_BKDX_tfDu2eI83SJuu0Me&v=TiqMPYIZfs8
 An English Accent Extra Materials, Pronunciation Studio London

 http://www.anenglishaccent.com/freeintonation.html

Part II
THE mONOLOGUE

       

Key points 

Monologue Organisation 
and AssessmentUnit 3

Monologue focus 
How to organise a monologue  
Monologue is a structured short talk given by a student on a particular topic. In Task 1 of the Speaking 
Part of the Exam (the Monologue), you will be required to give an individual talk on a particular topic. As 
mentioned in the Preface (p. 4), the monologue task may be of the following types: 
	 a talk on a given topic by answering provided questions
	 a talk on a given topic by answering provided questions based on a stimulus (a short text)
	 a talk on a given topic by answering provided questions based on a stimulus (a diagram or picture).1

No matter which task type you receive during the exam, your talk should 
include the introduction, the main body and the conclusion.2 The use of 
appropriate signposting and transitions3 adds coherence✔ to your speech and 
is the forth element of an effective exam monologue (Figure 1). The language / 
style of an exam talk should be neutral/semi-formal.4

Monologue focus

	 Monologue structure and organisation
	 Monologue assessment criteria
	 Vocabulary bank
	 Monologue analysis and practice

Evaluation focus

	 Self-analysis
	 Progress evaluation 

✔Signposting, 
http://www.effective-public-
speaking.com/signposting/
menu.php

Talk

Introductory
sentence(s)

Coherence
(Transitional words 

and expressions, etc.)

Concluding
sentence(s)

Main Points
(Main Body)

Figure 1. Four components in a speech5
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Part II
The Monologue

In the introductory or the opening part of your monologue

	 Introduce your topic in a sentence or two (see Vocabulary Bank).
	 Make a transition to the first question6 (see sample monologue in Activity 7).
	 Try to make the best first impression possible.
	 Try to stay calm.
	 Be assertive: show confidence in what you are saying.

In the main body of your monologue

	 Answer all of the provided questions.
	 Discuss one question at a time.
	 Give approximately equal attention to each question or provide more detailed background information 

on a particular point and then discuss the subsequent points in less detail.
	 Discuss one point at a time for each of the questions.
	 Support your points/ideas with details/examples.7

Closing your talk

	 Signal that you are finishing using appropriate transitions (see Vocabulary Bank).
	 Create a sense of finality by using a strong statement.8

	 Don’t introduce new points.

Coherence

	 Use transitions to link details to the points/ideas.
	 Use transitional words and expressions to show links between points/ideas.
	 Use verbal bridges: 
  repetition of key words
  use of synonyms
  use of pronouns
	 Use a clear principle of organisation (time order or order of importance).9!

Style 

	 Use neutral/semi-formal language.10

	 Avoid using colloquialisms (e.g. wanna, gonna, dump, etc.)11 and slang (e.g. frenemy, greycation, iceman, 
etc.)12 in your talk.

	 Try to avoid overusing ‘you’ when generalising. For example, instead of saying ‘You feel desperate when 
approached by a bully,’ say ‘People feel/one feels desperate when approached by a bully.’ 

	 Use hedging: 
  try to be cautious and tentative when you discuss debatable issues13 
  avoid words and expressions such as always, every, definitely, absolutely, there is no doubt, etc.14 
  choose words to express a medium level of certainty such as probably, should, usually, or likely15 
Compare the statements below:
Solar energy may become the main source of energy in the future. (Hedged)
Solar energy will definitely become the main source of energy in the future. (Too assertive and categorical)

Helpful tips: how to approach Task 1 (the Monologue)

 Before the monologue
	 Read the task attentively.
	 Rewrite key words on your exam prep sheet. In the exam task ‘What categories of information does the 

bar chart include? Describe the statistical data in the bar chart’, the key words are: 
  ‘categories of information’
  ‘statistical data’

	 Use the key words of the exam task as the main points of your talk. In other words, the talk illustrated 
by the previous example should focus on two points:

  (1) categories of information
  (2) description of the statistical data
	 Make an outline of the main points for each of the questions.
	 Manage your time effectively.
	 Don’t write the entire text of your talk.
	 Don’t start with words like ‘I am not sure,’ ‘okay’ or ‘um.’
	 Don’t apologise for not being very knowledgeable on the topic.
	 Don’t apologise for your poor language skills.
	 Don’t complain about the difficulty of the task or topic.

During the monologue
	 Make the answers concise and to the point.
	 Use relevant vocabulary.
	 Use appropriate introduction and relevant conclusion. 
	 Use appropriate eye contact. Typically you form eye contact with someone when you pause. This allows 

you to see the examiner’s reaction to the talk. In any case, it is important that you make eye contact in a 
way that is natural to you.16

	 Be respectful and responsible for what you are saying.
	 Don’t make statements that are unclear or debatable. 
	 Don’t invent facts or statistics: if you do not know something for sure, use phrases showing uncertainty.
	 Don’t change the topic.17

	 Don’t keep silent if you do not remember a particular word: try to rephrase.

At the end of the monologue
	 Don’t use weak phrases like ‘That’s all I have to say.’

Monologue assessment criteria  
During Part 1 of the Speaking Exam (the Monologue), the examiner will assess your talk on such areas as the 
content, fluency and coherence, vocabulary range and accuracy, grammatical range and accuracy, and 
pronunciation/intonation. Assessment criteria for an exam monologue are provided in the table below. 

Assessment criteria18 Skills and strategies19

Content Fully develops position in answer to the question 
with relevant, fully extended and well supported ideas:
	 is able to talk on the topic 
	 develops ideas and gives examples

Fluency and coherence Uses smooth, forward-moving, unhesitant and effortless speech20; sequences 
information and ideas logically; supports generalizations using specific examples and 
details:
	 keeps going and talks on the topic
	 says something even though the student does not have the right word
	 joins ideas using linking words and expressions
	 adds relevant details to explain or illustrate the answer
	 emphasises words to convey meaning
	 pauses correctly21

	 corrects oneself

! When answering a 
particular question, 
use logical flow of 
ideas: the ideas should 
be organised in such 
a way that each point 
develops out of the 
previous one. This will 
make your talk more 
coherent. 
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Part II
The Monologue

Assessment criteria18 Skills and strategies19

Vocabulary range and 
accuracy

Uses a wide range of vocabulary and lexical structures with accuracy:
	 chooses appropriate words and expressions
	 uses a variety of words and expressions
	 chooses collocations (words that go well together)
	 uses idiomatic language
	 uses synonyms and antonyms

Grammatical range and 
accuracy

Uses a wide range of grammatical structures with full flexibility and accuracy:
	 uses grammatical structures correctly, e.g. right verb tenses, conditionals, articles, 
modals, etc.

	 uses different sentence types (simple, complex, compound)
	 uses correct word order
	 uses sentence variety, e.g. use different sentence openings
	 corrects oneself

Pronunciation and 
intonation

Uses correct pronunciation and intonation:
	 produces sounds clearly
	 stresses words correctly
	 uses correct intonation 

Vocabulary bank  
Signalling introduction22 Referring to points under discussion and generalising

I’m going to talk about ...
I’d like to talk about ...23

I am going to talk about an issue which concerns 
everyone ...
My topic is ...
My/this talk focuses on the issue of ...
The theme of my talk is ...
What I’m going to cover is ...24

Regarding ...
As to ...
As a rule, 
As usual,
For the most part,
Generally, 
Generally speaking, 
Ordinarily, 
Usually, 

Highlighting priority/importance25 Giving emphasis26

Primarily,
Of primary importance ...
Most importantly,

In fact,
Actually,
Indeed,
Not only ... but also ...
Above all,
Indeed,
Truly,

Getting to the point27 Giving an opinion28

Anyway, to get to the point, 
Anyway, the main point I want to make is that ...

Well, I think/suppose/would say ...
I think most people would agree that ...
... for two/several reasons.

Self-correcting29 Giving an example30

Or rather ...
I mean ...
Or, should I say ...

Take ..., for example.
Look at ..., for instance.
A good example of this is ... .

Rephrasing31 Introducing alternative views32

What I mean is ...
What I want to say is ...
What I’m trying to say is ...
In essence, 
In other words, 
Namely, 
That is, 
That is to say,
To put it differently,33

On the other hand, 
Or, to look at it another way, 
Then again, 
Alternatively,
Conversely,
Instead,34

Moving on to another point35 Concluding36

I’d like now to move on to ....
Turning now to! ...
Now, let’s turn to ....
I now want to turn to ....
Moving on now to ....
Having looked at ..., I‘d now like to 
consider ....
The next point is ....
Another interesting point is ....
The next aspect I‘d like to consider is ....
I‘d now like to turn to ....

So, that’s why I think …
Anyway, that’s why…
So, to return to my original point, 
So, to sum up...
In conclusion (we can say that)...37

As can be seen,
Generally speaking,
Given these points,
All things considered,
In the long run,
As has been noted,
In a word,
In summary/ To summarize,
In short/in brief,
In essence,
Overall,

Monologue analysis and practice 
 Read the provided task on the topic ‘Fighting Bullying’. Pay attention to the key words.

Monologue Task: Fighting Bullying

 Time: 3–4 minutes
 Topic: Fighting Bullying
 Task: Study the statistics in the bar chart and answer the questions based on it. 

! You ‘move on’ when you 
want to make your next 
point:
•	 Moving	on	to	the	next	

point. 
•	 I’d	like	to	move	on	to	the	

next point if there are no 
further questions

You ‘turn to’ when you want 
to change to a completely 
different topic:
•	 I’d	like	to	turn	to	

something completely 
different. 

•	 Let’s	turn	now	to	our	plans	
for next year.

(Signposting, http://www.
effective-public-speaking.
com/signposting/menu.php) 

Source: STOP A BULLY, Canada Bullying Statistics, http://www.stopabully.ca/bullying-statistics.html

 What categories of information does the bar chart include? Describe the statistical data in the  
 bar chart.

 Define what you think each type of bullying means. In your view, do similar types of bullying  
occur  in Lithuanian schools? How does the statistics on bullying in Canada compare to the situation 
of bullying in Lithuania? 

 How can parents, teachers and children take action to prevent bullying? What can you do about 
bullying? 
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6 The use of transitional words and expressions. 
7 Relating the information in the pie chart to other task questions.
8 Using credible statistics to draw a comparison between numerical information in the pie chart and 

contexts/situations indicated in the task questions.
9 Returning to the information in the pie chart in the conclusion of the talk.

Progress evaluation   
For self-evaluation, tick ✔the appropriate box .  
After having studied the Unit, I am able to:

 Identify elements of a pie chart.  very well   well   need revision
 Identify functions of a pie chart.  very well   well   need revision
 Read the title of a pie chart to identify key words.   very well   well   need revision
 Use a four step structure to describe the pie chart.  very well   well   need revision
 Group information in a pie chart to identify similarities/

 differences.   very well   well   need revision
 Use signposting language/connectors to indicate similarities/

 differences.   very well   well   need revision
 Relate the information in the pie chart to other task questions.   very well   well   need revision
 Return to the information in the pie chart in the conclusion 

 of the talk.   very well   well   need revision
 Use credible statistics to draw a comparison between  

numerical information in the pie chart and contexts/
 situations indicated in task questions.   very well   well   need revision
 Use appropriate signposting language/connectors to show 

 transitions from one point to the next.  very well   well   need revision
 Use correct prepositions to relate numerical information to 

 the identified trends.  very well   well   need revision

Useful Online Sources 
 Describing Charts in English

 http://www.englisch-hilfen.de/en/words/charts.htm
 Gilhooly, V. Charts, Graphs and Diagrams. LEARNWELL OY. Supporting you in the World of 

Languages! Business English 2008 http://ecourse.uoi.gr/pluginfile.php/89309/mod_resource/content/1/
English_material_Charts_graphs_and_diagrams_2008.pdf

 Lesson 2: Describing an IELTS Pie Chart
 http://www.ieltsbuddy.com/ielts-pie-chart.html
 IELTS Academic Task 1 How To Describe A Pie Chart (11:20)

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZHCiRs2N1c
 Learn English – Describe And Compare Trends In Pie Charts – IELTS, Cambridge BEC Exams (15:17)

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BA2sGTbC40
 Sarah Sassine. Sentences to Talk about pie charts (10:00)

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6vyZ0HUX3A
 IELTS A.Writing Task 1: Pie-Chart Tips- English Video (7:41)

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqTVh7lsmCc

       

Part III
THE dIALOGUE

Dialogue Organisation 
and AssessmentUnit 5

Key points 

Dialogue focus

	  Dialogue structure and organisation
	  Dialogue assessment criteria
	  Vocabulary bank
	  Dialogue analysis and practice

Evaluation focus

	  Self-analysis
	  Progress evaluation 

Dialogue focus 
How to organise a dialogue  
In Task 2 of the Speaking Part of the Exam (the Dialogue), you and your partner are given a situation or 
a topic that you are asked to discuss and come to an agreement. Your conversation should have a clear 
beginning, the discussion part and the closing.

At the beginning of your discussion

 Signal the start of the discussion using opening phrases (see phrases in Vocabulary Bank).
 Introduce the topic/situation you are going to discuss.
 Don’t engage in small talk (e.g. the weather, summer holidays etc. 

if that is not the topic of your exam task). 

During the discussion

 Discuss one point/suggestion/option at a time. This will make 
your conversation more logical, structured and goal oriented.

 answer in full sentences, elaborate; avoid giving a one-word 
Answer1.

 Understand each other2. If you don’t understand what the other 
student means, ask for clarification (see phrases in Vocabulary 
Bank).

 Take equal turns✔ and make sure that both of you speak for 
equal periods of time!. The order and the length of the turn are 
flexible3 (see Table 6).

 All points of the exam task have to be discussed.
 Show that you are interested in what the other student says4 (see 

phrases in Vocabulary Bank).
 Carry on with a conversation by inviting the other student to 

speak (see phrases in Vocabulary Bank).
 Use different question types: yes/no questions, Wh-questions, tag 

questions and choice questions5 (see Unit 6.1, p. 85–86).

✔Taking Turns in Conversa tions, 
Englishpond.com,
http://englishpond.com/speaking/
Communication%20and%20daily%20
English/turntaking/index.html

! If you feel that you are not given 
enough space,
•	 interrupt	politely	(see	phrases	in	

Vocabulary  Bank)
•	 use	body	language	to	signal	you	would	

like to have your say:
	 •	use	a	hand	gesture	to	signal	that	you		

want to say something
	 •	lean	into	the	conversation
	 •	lightly	touch	partner’s	arm.
 (Haase, Getting your voice heard 

in the Speaking Exam, tefltalk.net, 
http://tefltalk.net/2015/05/25/940/; 
Thaine. C. Cambridge Academic 
English. An Integrated Skills Course for 
EAP.	Student’s	Book.	Intermediate.		
Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2012, 107)
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Part III
The Dialogue

 Listen to the other student’s opinion/argument and respond to it by adding to something the other 
student says.6 Don’t just say “That’s a good idea” or “I agree.”

 Justify your opinion and provide arguments. For example, you can say “I agree because I think that…(give 
your arguments).

 Disagree politely (see phrases in Vocabulary Bank).

At the end of your discussion

 Signal the end of the conversation by using closing phrases (see phrases in Vocabulary Bank).
 Give a short summary of the points you have agreed upon during the discussion.
 Close the conversation politely (see phrases in Vocabulary Bank).

Table 6. Possible structure of the dialogue

Dialogue Structure A Dialogue Structure B

Beginning of discussion 

Discussion
Student A: request re* point 1 → Student B
Student B: response to request re point 1 and follow up
Student A: response re point 1

Student B: request re point 2 → Student A
Student A: response to request re point 2 and follow up
Student B: response re point 2

Student A: request re point 3 → Student B
Student B: response to request re point 3 and follow up 
Student A: response re point 3

Student B: request re point 4 → Student A
Student A: response to request re point 4 and follow up
Student B: response re point 4

(Discussion continues following the same scheme till all 
the points are discussed and the consensus is reached)

Closing

Beginning of discussion 

Discussion
Student A: request re point 1 → Student B
Student B: response to request re point 1
Student A: response re point 1

Student A: request re point 2 → Student B
Student B: response to request re point 2
Student A: response re point 2

Student B: request re point 3 → Student A
Student A: response to request re point 3
Student B: response re point 3

Student B: request re point 4 → Student A
Student A: response to request re point 4
Student B: response re point 4

(Discussion continues following the same scheme till all 
the points are discussed and the consensus is reached)

Closing

*re means regarding

Helpful tips: how to approach Task 2 (the Dialogue)

Before the dialogue 
 Read the task attentively.
 Write the points you need to discuss on your exam prep sheet.7

 Write down your ideas for each of the points you have to discuss. 
 Manage your time effectively.

During the dialogue
 Make eye contact with the other student and make sure your partner understands you. If you see that the 

other student does not understand you, rephrase your idea in other words.8

 Make sure your response to your partner’s request is to the point. 
 Try to paraphrase the dialogue task in your own words.9

 Use gap fillers if you don’t know what to say (see phrases in Vocabulary Bank, p. 79).
 Correct yourself if you make a mistake.10

 Try to speak slower than you normally do because people tend to speak very fast when they are nervous.11

 Speak clearly and loudly enough so that the examiner can hear you.

After the dialogue
 Say goodbye to the examiners.

Dialogue assessment criteria 
During Part 2 of the Speaking Exam (the Dialogue), the examiner will assess your talk with the student you 
are paired with (the dialogue) on such areas as the realisation of communicative intentions, interaction 
and flexibility, vocabulary range and accuracy, grammatical range and accuracy, and pronunciation and 
intonation. Assessment criteria for an exam dialogue are provided in the table below. 

Assessment criteria12 Skills and strategies13

Realisation of communicative 
intentions

Achieves communication goals:
	 communicates and exchanges information
	 discusses the point and provides examples
	 adds relevant detail to explain or illustrate the answers

Interaction and flexibility Manages conversation by turn-taking:
	 carries on the conversation
	 adds to something the partner said
	 interrupts politely
	 invites the partner to speak
	 shows interest in what the partner says
	 adds to something the partner said14

Vocabulary range and accuracy Uses a wide range of vocabulary and lexical structures with accuracy:
	 chooses suitable words and expressions
	 uses a variety of words and expressions
	 chooses collocations (words that go well together)
	 uses idiomatic language
	 uses synonyms and antonyms

Grammatical range and accuracy Uses a wide range of grammatical structures with full flexibility and accuracy:
	 uses grammatical structures correctly, e.g. correct verb tenses, conditionals, 
articles, modals, etc.

	 uses different sentence types (simple, complex, compound)
	 uses correct word order
	 uses sentence variety, e.g. uses different sentence openings
	 corrects oneself

Pronunciation and intonation Uses correct pronunciation and intonation:
	 produces sounds clearly
	 stresses words correctly
	 uses correct intonation (rising, falling, fall-rise)15

Vocabulary bank 

Starting the conversation Interrupting to take turns

Hello. How are you?
Hi there. How are you doing?
Have you got a minute to 
discuss...?
Do you have a minute to talk 
about...?
Shall I go first?
Would you like to begin?
Shall I go first?16

Have you heard that...?

Wait a minute! 
Sorry to interrupt, but...
Before you go on... 
Could I just say something here?
May I interrupt?
Sorry to interrupt, but...17

If I could just come in here.
I’d just like to say that...18

May/Can I just come in here? May/Can I just make a point here?
May/Can I just pick you up on a point you made a while ago?
May/Can I just come back to what you said earlier?
May/Can I go back to something you said earlier?19

I’d just like to say that.
May I say something here?
Excuse me. May/Can I interrupt you for a moment?20
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Asking for clarification Giving clarification

Could you say that again, please? 
What do you mean, exactly? 
Can you explain that, please?
I didn’t understand what you said about...
I’m sorry, I didn’t catch what you said about... 
I’m sorry, could you repeat what you said about...
What does ... mean?
I’m not sure what you mean.
I don’t see what you mean.
Could we come back to that?
I’d like to ask you about...
What did you mean when you said...?
Could you be more specific about...?
Could you expand a little on what you said about ...?
Could you give an example of...?
Could you explain in more detail?
So you’re telling me that I can’t...?
Are you saying that...?21

The point I am trying to make is that...
I’d like to explain that...
I’m sure you’ll understand that what I’m  trying to say 
is...
What I mean is...
All I am saying is...
What I am getting at is...22

That’s not really what I was asking. My question is about
Perhaps I didn’t make my question clear. In fact what I 
asked was...
I think you’ve answered a slightly different question. 
What I would like to know is...
I understand that, but what I actually had in mind was...
Sorry, I’m still not clear about...23

In other words...24

Making sure you have understood Asking for opinions

So what you’re saying is that...?
So you mean that...?
I just want to be sure that I have understood
you correctly. 
So am I right in thinking that...?
Another thing I’d like to check is...25

Am I correct in assuming that...?
Let me just make sure, your point is that...
If I have understood you correctly, your point
is that…

What do you think about...?
What are your views...?
What do you feel about...?
What’s your opinion of...?
What are your feelings about...?
Have you got any comments on...?
May/Could I have your reaction to...?
Do you have any particular views on...?26

Do you have any thoughts on that?

Inviting the other student to speak Showing interest

How about you?
How do you feel about that?
What do you reckon?
What’s your opinion?
Do you want to add anything?

Uh-huh.
Oh, I see.
Right.
That’s interesting.
Yeah, that’s true.
You are right.
Really?
Good point!
Hmm, that’s an excellent point!
Wow! That’s amazing!
That’s incredible!
No way!

Continuing the conversation Changing the subject

Shall I carry on?
May I continue?
Shall we continue?
Would you like me to start?
Let me finish.
Let’s go back to the point.
Well, not only that but also...
The thing we really need to talk about is...

Can we turn to another point?
Now we can turn to another point, can’t we?
Let’s discuss the next point.
Another point we need to discuss is...
Moving on to the next point of our discussion...
That reminds me (of) 
Speaking about /of 
Before I forget 
Oh, while I remember 
I have just thought of something 
Oh, there’s something else I wanted to say27

Giving you thinking time Closing the conversation

Well, let me think...
That’s a good question.
That’s an interesting question.28

That’s a difficult question.
Actually, I’ve thought about this before and I think it’s 
an interesting question.
Hmm, I’ve never thought about this before but I think 
it’s a really good question.
I think it’s an interesting question to think about.
Yes, this is definitely something to think about.29

In short, 
In a word, 
In brief, 
To sum up, 
To conclude, 
To summarise 
In conclusion, 
On the whole, 
Altogether, 
In all,
In conclusion, we can say that...
Finally, it can be said that...30

Dialogue analysis and practice 
 Read the provided dialogue task on the topic ‘The White Party’►. Then 

watch Student A and Student B discuss the planning and organisation of the party and 
answer the questions in Activities 2–5.

Dialogue Task: The White Party

Student A
Time: 4–5 minutes
Topic: The White Party
Situation: You are in a group of students organising the White Party at your school to raise money for 
the school library. You and Student B are discussing ideas for the party. You start the discussion.

You are in charge of the following: choosing the date for the event, advertising the event, decorations 
and refreshments (beverages and snacks). In order to raise money, you suggest selling cookies, 
mineral water and juice for 1 EUR. Student B is in charge of different aspects of the party and 
suggests other means of raising money.

Task:
 Think of several options for each point of the discussion.
 Discuss each point with Student B by exchanging ideas.
 React to each other’s ideas.
 Come to an agreement by choosing the best ideas offered by you and Student B. 

Student B
Time: 4–5 minutes
Topic: The White Party
Situation: You are in a group of students organising the White Party at your school. You and Student A 
are discussing ideas for the party. Student A starts the discussion.

You are in charge of the following: the venue (the event space), suggesting the dress code (e.g. 
everyone wears white, no jeans allowed, etc.), music and setting up activities for the party. In order 
to raise money, you suggest a 3 EUR entry fee. Student A is in charge of different aspects of the party 
and suggests other means of raising money.

Task:
 Think of several options for each point of the discussion.
 Discuss each point with Student A by exchanging ideas.
 React to each other’s ideas.
 Come to an agreement by choosing the best ideas offered by you and Student A.

► Dialogue 1


